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Who is this guy, and what do ocean waves
have to do with our annual meeting?
• Discuss the impacts of climate change on a global scale.
• Identify ways in which you can make changes in your daily life
•

and get involved in your community to help the prevention of
climate change.
Discuss climate change trends and opportunities to disseminate
information in your personal and professional roles.

One idea of a change in your daily life to minimize the
impact of climate change; and
One idea of how to disseminate information to
minimize the impact of climate change in your
professional role.
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New Jersey’s Energy Master Plan
•
•
•
•
•

Governor Murphy’s May 2018 Executive Order 28 set the
goal of putting New Jersey on the path to a conversion to
100% clean energy by 2050.
Growing New Jersey’s clean energy economy.
Ensuring reliability and affordability for all customers.
Reducing the state’s carbon footprint.
Advancing new technologies for all New Jersey residents.

Prior to that, in January 2018 Executive Order 8 directed all
New Jersey state agencies with responsibilities under the
Offshore Wind Economic Development Act to fully implement
the act in order to meet a goal of obtaining 3,500 megawatts
(3.5 gigawatts) from offshore wind by the year 2030.
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Let’s put that into perspective

In 2017, natural gas accounted for nearly half of the state’s power generation,
nuclear power supplied 45 %, and solar energy contributed 4 %.
Source: ‘How Does Your State Make Electricity?,’ The New York Times, Dec. 24, 2018

Why Renewables? Because Air Quality is Declining.

Oct. 10, 2019

CO2 Emissions from driving in the NY metro area grew faster than population
between 1990 and 2017, which means emissions per person have increased.
Source: Boston University’s Database of Road Transportation Emissions
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The partnership's goal: To delivery utility level
power generation to support resilient societies
and economies that can adapt to climate change

Surf-making Wave Energy Converter – SurfWEC
A new, patented addition to the global energy supply mix

Surf-making Wave Energy Converter – SurfWEC
How it works

10,000+ Megawatt-hours of Electricity per unit per year

Surf-making Wave Energy Converter – SurfWEC
Disaster risk reduction: The Storm Avoidance Feature

When waves exceed 3 meters-high, the platform is lowered to reduce wave loads.
Smart technology can ‘learn’ to become a severe-storm early warning system.

SurfWEC Submerged Barge Sub-Systems

Four 1.5 MW1
generators
provide 6 MW of
total power
1

Eighty 400 liter
hydraulic accumulator
cylinders, with
batteries = 500 kWh2
storage capacity

Four-point
attachment to the
seabed by four
700 ton anchors

Megawatt: a unit of power equal to one million watts
2 Kilowatt-hour: energy equivalent to a power consumption of 1,000 watts for 1 hour

A Zero-emissions Source of Electricity to Help Meet New
Jersey’s Renewable Energy & Air Quality Goals

New Jersey has a coastline of about 130 miles

SurfWEC 1.2 Gigawatt Power Plant Project

Proposed Surf-making Wave Energy Converter (SurfWEC), a 1.2
Gigawatt Power Plant of 170 to 200 units, 24 miles offshore.

Benefits for Coastal Communities
Improved Quality of Life on Land and Below Water
Economic growth/Sustainable transportation/Biodiversity

• Diversification of the energy supply of coastal communities;
• Electrification of ground and marine transport systems;
• An off-grid, carbon-free electricity source for offshore platforms;
• Desalination of seawater to meet domestic and business needs;
• Production of hydrogen for fuel cell and related technologies;
• Wave-farms offer a reef-like environment with the potential to
•

improve ocean health, biodiversity, and support tourism; and
Once established, the expansion of those applications will
create new skilled jobs and new, sustainable revenue streams.
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Let’s Talk

One idea of a change in your daily life to minimize the
impact of climate change; and
One idea of how to disseminate information to minimize
the impact of climate change in your professional role.

Thank you
Charles Nouhan
Chairman & Partnership Director
Stakeholder Forum for a Sustainable Future
charles.nouhan@stakeholderforum.org

